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Cosey has always enjoyed exploring the possibilities of comics. He inaugurated
the collections « Signé » and « Aire Libre » with In Search of Peter Pan and Voyage
in Italy, truly ‘graphic novels’ anticipating today’s literary movement. Zeke Tells
Stories and Saigon-Hanoi stand as daring enquiries into the relationship between
text and image. Every album of Jonathan explodes any sense of comfort which
traditionally threaten a series. Atsuko comes out of this liberated approach.
The exhibition presents some twenty pages from the latest episode of Jonathan, as
well as two pages from each of the previous 14 albums. Each piece is an invitation
to travel and a pleasure for the eyes. Let’s talk about drawing with Cosey…
White : I think I have found what is the seventh colour in the rainbow. This mysterious
colour is none other than white. Origin, finality, and the sum of all colours. This is not
Cosey speaking, but Jonathan at the end of « Kate »
Colour : I am working on this myself, but it is a dressing, the essence lies in the
black and white. If that is OK, the colours bring a bit more readability. Black and
white is very beautiful graphically. perhaps stronger aesthetically, but the story is
more readable in colour.
Japan : I have long adored Hokusai and Hiroshige. They are very close to the sort of
comics I like: stylised evocation and not the servile reproduction of reality. It was a
huge pleasure to discover that everything, in Japan, conforms to this conception.
You don’t give it all to the reader-viewer. Just a few lines, a mark, and it’s done.
Reader : It’s typical, I think, of every work of art: the reader or the viewer must be
very active. Truly creative work opens a door to the reader.
Snow : What better way to represent the white of snow than blank paper. It’s the
reader who sees snow, when it’s only paper. You have to leave the resder something
to say. I cannot hide my passion for snow on every continent.
Black and white : My masters? Milton Caniff, Hugo Pratt, Jijé, Tardi and the wood
engravings of Félix Vallotton.
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Reality : In the comic I love, the drawing does not imitate reality as a trompe-l’œil.
Quite the opposite, it confines itself to a stylised, simplified evocation, intended to
tell a story. Black lines eventually identifying flat areas of colour.

